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Process 10 million+ records for a complex
 report | Upload 500,000 data in a fraction 

of a Second | 10-15 types of data 
benchmarking on the fly for upload

Research Process Automation for Maritime Research
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A leading research and consulting service provider gathers huge volume of data 
from various sources for the analysis to be used by the maritime and shipping 
industry. This data helps them analyze the port-to-port rate, shipper size, direct or 
trans shipment, port-to-port free arrangement, and transit time for their clients to 
benchmark and strategize their shipment cost. However, the entire process was 
manual and involved lot many man-hours to compile, analyse and write findings 
on the data. The process was losing an important factor that is timely delivery of 
the analysis report to their clients to help them take the evidence-based decision 
at the right time.

Initially, the project started with an objective to debug issues in their existing 
system, improvise and scale up the same. Eventually, the need for the revamping 
of the system was realized. The aim was to automate the process of data collec-
tion, bypassing the need for importing data CSV files into the system for further 
processing.

Summarizing situation

Business challenges

Collection of data over emails

Verifying that data is sent in the same format by all members

Verifying that the data is error-free

Data compilation, calculation, and comparison via MS-Excel

Too many resources required for this process

High chances of errors as the process is people-driven

Longer processing time due to heavy size of the file

Waiting time for the business was too high

The reports were not available on all form factors

Resolution



The outcome helped the client to generate complex benchmarking report on 
various parameters, with an integrated workflow for all consultants to work 
within the system instead of exchanging emails and excel sheets with their 
clients. The system made it easy for ir clients to upload data of Port to Port rate, 
Shipper size TEUs, Port to Port transit time, Port to Port free days for clearace, 
Rate appraisal, Rate ranking, and Speed analysis etc. in a structured format with 
validations as required to ensure that the right data in right format is received for 
the benchmarking.

Resolution impact

Reduction from 15 days to 8 hours in creation of complex report for their 
members

Members increased from 35 to 90+

10-15 types of benchmarking data on the fly ensuring data consistency

Reduced team size for managing the same process

The application processes 10 Million+ records, complex computations for 
generating benchmark report.

The application has been running successfully for the last 3 years
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